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ABSTRACT

The ability of self-healing materials to undergo automatic repair upon damage without external intervention has
caused increased interest in academia and industries in the last few decades. The conventional and classical
constitutive material models have yet to fully capture self-healing owing to the complexity of this phenomenon.
Certain assumptions have been made in existing damage-healing models such that they cannot capture the complete
failure of these materials. These models are based on the assumption that healed material does not undergo damage.
A new variable called the secondary damage variable, capturing damage of healed material, is thus defined to address
this drawback. The fundamentals of damage-healing theory are redefined. A three-dimensional (3-D) elasto-plastic
damage-healing (EPDH) framework is developed for self-healing materials undergoing plastic deformation using
continuum damage mechanics. Further, a 3-D viscoelastic damage-healing model is developed for materials like
asphalt, which heal during unloading and rest periods.
This presentation will mainly focus on an elasto-plastic constitutive model for self-healing materials coupling
continuum damage–healing mechanics (CDHM) framework with isotropic hardening. The necessity of the proposed
secondary damage variable is successfully demonstrated by a four-spring material model. A novel pressure-dependent
yield surface (qualitatively behaving like the Gurson model) is developed by damage-healing equivalent stress
modifying von Mises yield surface. The physical interpretation of damage and healing energy release rates are
presented to elucidate their impact on the energy dissipation within the system. The proposed formulation is finally
numerically implemented by a return mapping approach employing the elastic strain equivalence hypothesis from
CDHM. The secondary damage variable is finally found crucial while obtaining the physically realistic stress-strain
response of self-healing materials leading to complete failure upon exhaustion of healing capabilities.
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